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Welcome to the Houghton-le-Spring ARC
newsletter for June 2018,
Club Meetings
1/5/18 Another night of activities at the
club, Ron continued his 3D printer build,
which is near completion now, just a few
bits to finish off then it should be up and
running

George G4RNI has been restoring 2 old
Icom radios, which he had on display to
show everyone, sadly I didn’t get any
photos of them, but they were very well
done and looked like they had just came
out of the factory.
We had the clubs Icom IC737 out tonight
which got a bit of use and a couple of
good contacts one being into the Canary
islands, we were receiving some strong
stations from Kuwait but we didn’t
manage to make contact but still nice to
hear some good stations on 20m,
This radio was donated to the club by
G3ZOG, he was a local operator who
wasn’t using some of his equipment so he
very kindly donated it to the club, the
IC737 is a cracking radio and was sounding
great last night

Tom had his DMR radio setup and as always this
gets a lot of interest,

8/5/18 Plenty of activity at the club
tonight, even though it was a little quieter
than usual, Ernie M5ERN brought in his
Icom 706 in to be programmed with the
local repeaters,

Ron M6WHE and Tom M0HYE were
setting up his Yaesu FT991 for use on Digi
Modes
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Lots of talk about future projects,
including some antenna builds which will
need a little a little preparation and
materials sourced, then can be built at the
club.

The HF radio had a bit of use tonight with
a few phone QSOs and Ian had a nice CW
contact into Spain with
EA3ANX

Greg brought in some CB aerials which he
bought from a car boot sale for testing on
different amateur bands.

15/5/18 Tonight was just the usual club
night, we had the radios out and the HF
bands seemed to be in good shape we had
a couple of European contacts and we
heard stations from Israel, Kuwait and
Brazil it was good we could hear some DX
stations as we had a visitor to the club,
John lives near Ian M0RZE and had seen
him outside with his Baofeng talking to
Ron M6WHE and took an interest, so Ian
mentioned about the club and he would
be welcome to come down for a look we
showed him the radios and other forms of
communication like Echolink, SSTV and
Morse code, we had the VHF/UFH radio
setup scanning in the background, it was
nice to hear a few locals using 2m and the
local repeaters.

a bit quiet on the activities front as I had
planned to bring in some parts to make
some Slim Jim antennas, I didn’t have time
gather things together, but we spoke
about what we would like to make and it
can be sorted for next week, I ideally
would like to make something for 4m, but
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it would be also good to experiment with
2m/70cm so watch this space, other
projects in the pipe line are to get some
members setup on data modes, and Tom
brought in a 80m Pro-Am Whip that he
converted to use on 6m, its still work in
progress, but a good start,

John M6HWN has been having a few
issues with his DMR setup, so Tom was
helping out with that,

Ian brought in his Datong morse tutor to
use at the club, but we already have 2 of
these at the club and Nick G7EVW showed
some interest in it as the STARS club
needed one of them, Ian kindly donated it
to the STARS. So another successful night
and fun had by all.
22/5/18 Antenna building at the club
tonight, after discussions over the past
few weeks I got some deigns from
M0UKDs online Slim Jim /J pole calculator,
and gathered all the necessary cables
etc.., this week was just a practice run to
see how it worked so we opted to build a
70cm version of the Slim Jim using
450ohm ladder line, with help From
George G4RNI, Ian M0RZE, George
M5GHT, Phill 2E0DLA, and Dave G1KYN,
we got it all mocked up ready for testing
on the Analyser, initially the SWR on
frequency 433.500MHz was 2.0:1 which
was a bit high, we could have either
shortened the overall length or move the
feed point up a bit, we opted to move the
feed point a few millimeters which
brought it down to 1.5:1 which we
thought was acceptable, we attached it to
a 3m roach pole and for testing purposes
we taped it to a chair, obviously out in the
field we won’t use the chair as the British
legion will probably notice it was missing
Hi Hi, on initial tests we were hitting the
local repeaters which isn’t difficult from
our location, but I will take it out
mobile/portable, maybe even Bicycle
mobile, as this was successful we will
make a 2m version next time then
followed by a 4m, once I get some test
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results from out in the field I will publish
them in the newsletter so watch this
space. I didn’t get any photos of the build
sadly as I was making it but here is the
finished article

can remotely operate it, another bit of
good information.

Tom has been doing some more work on
his 6m monoband mobile aerial, he has
cut the fiberglass section down and
removed the coil and made it a ¼ wave
and the SWR was 1.1:1, George made the
suggestion to make it shorter to a ¼ wave
on 4m and use the whip to tune it to 6m
this way it could be made to work on
either band quite easily, something to
think about for future projects, Thanks
George. Another ongoing project was by
George G4RNI was to make his Hustler
aerial resonant on 60m he has made an
aluminum bracket and fit a mobile whip at
a certain part on it, it looked a simple
bracket that should work a treat, sadly I
didn’t get a photo of it. So as always a
great night with plenty going on.

Also discussed at the club was learning
about Data Modes, Ian M0RZE is very
interested in this so Tom had the laptop
on showing Ian the different modes and
reporter websites, he then went onto
showing us his Station at home where he

30/05/18 Activities began early at the
club tonight with Ernie, he has his 2m Yagi
in the carpark showing everyone while we
were waiting for the club to open, he
brought it in to get a new capacitor fitted
as the old one was a bit stiff to move,
George G4RNI helped out with that one
and after a little bit of trimming they got
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the SWR perfect and Ernie was over the
moon.

straight away, so it will need a bit more
investigation,

Reg brought in some things for us to help
him out with, firstly was a mobile aerial, it
was a multiband aerial with a jumper
cable to change bands, he wasn’t sure if it
was tuned or not, so Ron and I looked at
the instructions, measured and set the
length as per the instructions and tried it
on the analyser and it was surprisingly
good SWR on all the bands it was meant
for, so he can now be sure its good
enough to use with his FT817 whilst
mobile,

Ian M0RZE had a power supply go bang
while sending a SSTV picture to Tom that
afternoon, so we took it apart looking for
anything obvious, we couldn’t see
anything and after a few checks and
comparisons to a working power supply
we replaced the fuse and tried it again to
see what happened and it blew the fuse
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He also brought in his FT817 for a bit
more help with the controls and
VFO/Memory mode, we drew some
diagrams for him and marked what the
buttons were to make it a bit easier to
navigate,

And not wanting us to be sitting around
with nothing to do Reg also had some
cables from his surround sound system at
home, the wires weren’t marked up to
which polarity they were, so we checked
the continuity from the plug and marked
them up ready to install, I bet Sarah will
love all the extra wires in the house Hi Hi.
After building the 70cm Slim Jim last
week, we decided to build one for 2m, it
was starting to get late but we decided to
have a go and see how far we got, after
building the 70cm one I noticed that the
resonant frequency was a little higher
than we wanted so I designed it taking
that into account and it worked perfectly
with an SWR of 1.1:1 on most of the 2m
band, we attached it to some 40mm
waste pipe witch also incorporated a
choke balun and enough pipe left to
attach to something like a fiberglass
fishing pole etc..by this time it was 10pm

and time to tidy up,

as this was another success we are now going
to move on to a 4m version of the Slim Jim,
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Dave and Amanda have some aerials they
bought as a job lot and they didn’t know
where they were resonant, we put on on the
analyser and found some points where they
were resonant, then we dissected one to see
how they were made and they had a coil on
the bottom with a telescopic part on the top,
they looked quite well made, and George got
the job of holding it while analysing it

Ian had been buying a Wolphilink android
interface for sending and receiving data
modes using an android device rather than a
PC , he had been experimenting at home and
brought it into the club to try on the clubs
FT920 he didn’t get it to transmit, but it was
receiving some great SSTV pictures, he took
the FT920 manual home to do a bit
investigation on the setting and wiring
diagrams for the sockets etc.. I didn’t get a
chance to look at it as I was busy with the Slim
Jim. A very successful night and a great turn
out, we also had a couple of visitors to the
club that were made most welcome
And Finally, Thanks for reading the newsletter
for June 2018 from Houghton-le-Spring ARC,
and if there is any radio related content from
the club email details to Scott using email
M0MCN@yahoo.co.uk

